
Descriptive type Questions: 

1. What are the duties of Section Engineer/Works? 

2. What are the Important Inspections to be carried by the Section Engineer? 

3. Write a short notes on Transfer of Charge 

4. What are the Basic Amenities to be provided for Staff Quarters? 

5. What is the colour scheme for Wood Work, Steel Work and Walls for Buildings and 

Structures? 

6. Write a short notes on Building Register. 

7. Write a short notes on Transfer of Buildings. 

8. What are the responsibilities of Staff Occupying the Quarters? 

9. Write a short notes on Inspection & Maintenance of Buildings by the Section 

Engineer 

10. Write a short notes on Petty Repair Book 

11. What is a colony Committee and how it if formed and what are the Items fall under 

the purview of Colony Committee? 

12. Write a short notes on Service Improvement Group. 

13. Write a short notes on Standard Measurement Register. 

14. Write a short notes on Handing over of commissioned assets by Construction 

Organization to Open Line. 

15. Write a short notes on Aqua Privy Latrines. 

16. What are the points relevant while selecting Human waste disposal system? 

17. What are the Basic requirements of arresting leakage of Roofs? 

18. What are the properties of Water proofing System? 

19. What are the Prevalent Water Proofing Systems? Write a short notes on any one of 

them. 

20. What are the precautions to be taken while laying Polyethylene film in water proofing 

treatment? 

21. What are the essential aspects affecting the water proofing System? 

22. Write a short notes on Railway Sanitation Committee. 

23. What are the Inspections to be carried out by the Sanitation Committee? 

24. What are the precautions to be taken against Infectious Diseases and Disinfection 

Measures? 

25. Write a short notes on the desirable Amenities? 



26. What are the facilities to be provided for Physically Handicapped persons? 

27. Explain the colour scheme of Station Name Boards. 

28. Explain the colour scheme of Platform Sign Boards. 

29. What are the Categories of stations for Provision of Passenger Amenities? Explain 

them 

30. How the yield of an Open Well can be improved? 

31. Write a short notes on the following: 

a) Infiltration Gallery 

b) Infiltration Well 

c) Radial Collector Wells 

32. What are the items to be specified in Agreement while obtaining water from outside 

sources? 

33. What are the important points to be paid attention while installing a pump? 

34. How the capacity of pump is determined? 

35. What are the instructions to be followed while laying and fitting of Valves and 

meters? 

36. Define the Quality of Water? 

37. Explain the procedure for testing of quality of water? 

38. Write a short notes on Disinfection of water. 

39. Write a short notes on Maintenance and cleaning of Storage tanks. 

40. What are the responsibilities of Engineering Department in Water Supply system? 

41. Write a short notes on Self Cleaning Velocity. 

42. Write a short notes on Septic Tanks. 

43. Write a short notes on Bio-Latrines. 

44. Explain briefly the recommended Toilet Systems on Indian Railways? 

45. What are the precautions to be taken while maintaining the sewers and Manholes? 

46. Write a short notes on „Sale of Natural Products‟. 

47. What is the procedure for aforestation on Railway Land by Forest Department? 

48. What are the important aspects/principles to be observed while acquiring land? 

49. Write a short notes on Demarcation of Land boundaries. 

50. Write a short notes on Boundary Stones. 

51. What are the steps to be taken for protection of Railway Land from encroachments? 

52. Write a short notes on Removal of encroachments. 

 



53. What are the types of encroachments and explain them? 

54. What are the steps to control the unauthorized use of Railway Land? 

55. Explain briefly the licensing of land  to Religious structures? 

56. Write a short notes on Relinquishment of Land. 

57. Write a short notes on Licensing/Leasing of Railway Land to other 

Govt.Departments. 

58. Write a short notes on Licensing/Leasing of Railway Land to Welfare Organizations, 

Private Schools etc., 

59. Write a short notes on Licensing/Leasing of Railway Land to Bulk Oil Installations 

60. What are the procedures followed while a government and Private buildings are being 

constructed near Railway Land? 

61. Write a short notes on „Earning from Railway land and its monitoring‟ 

62. Explain briefly about the Symbols and Colours on Drawings. 

63. Write a short notes on Completion Drawings. 

64. Mention the cases where the explosives are used. 

65. What are the precautions to observe during blasting? 

66. Write a short notes on Destruction of explosives. 

67. Explain the procedure for Lodging of Complaints with Government Railway Police. 

68. Write a short notes on the following: 

a) Water Cement Ratio 

b) Controlled Concrete 

c) Slump Test 

69. What are the defects in Timber and explain them. 

70. What are the specifications of 1
st
 class bricks? 

71. What are the characteristics of good timber? 

72. Write short notes on 

a) English Bond 

b) Flemish Bond 

 

73. Write a short notes on 

a) Abstract Estimate 

b) Detailed estimate 

c) Supplementary Estimate 

d) Revised Estimate 



74. Write short notes on  

a) Deposit Works 

b) Schedule of Rates 

c) Earnest Money 

d) Standing Earnest Money 

e) Security Deposit 

f) Initial Security Deposit 

g) Building Cost Index 

75. Define Agreement and work Order 

76. Explain briefly about „Urgency Certificate 

77. Write a short notes on  

a) Field Book 

b) Site Order Book 

c) Zonal Contract 

d) Measurement Book 

78. Write a short notes on 

a) Material at site account 

b) Ordinary stores 

c) Emergency stores 

d) Surplus stores 

e) Imprest Stores 

f) Returned Stores/DS-8 

79. Write short notes on 

a) Traffic Survey 

b) Reconnaissance survey 

c) Preliminary survey 

d) Final Location Survey 

80. What are the Temporary Adjustments of a Dumpy Level and explain them? 

81. What are the Permanent Adjustments of a Dumpy Level and explain them? 

82. What are the Temporary Adjustments of a Theodolite and explain them? 

83. What are the Permanent Adjustments of a Theodolite and explain them? 

84. Write a short notes on 

a) Line Collimation 

b) Bench Marks 



c) Fly leveling 

85. What is a Two Point Problem and Three Point Problem in Plane Table Surveying? 

86. What are the corrections applied to tape measurements for assessing the correct length 

of the basic line? 

87. Describe the procedure for: 

a) Imposing Major Penality 

b) Minor Penality 

88. What are Major and Minor Penalities? 

89. What are the procedures for imposing Major and Minor Penalities? 

90. Write a short notes on : 

a) HOER 

b) Minimum Wages Act 

c) Payment of Wages Act 

d) Works men Compensation Act 

     91. Write temporary adjustments of a Leveling instrument?  

     92. What are the types of cement? How do you take precautions for storing of cement?   

     93. Write about slump test?  Indicate slump values for various works?  

 94. What are the desirable amenities to be provided to „A‟ class station? 

 95. Write small notes on SSR and non –scheduled items? 

 96. What are the minor penalties under DAR? 

 97. Write about the specification relating to ready mixed concrete? 

 98. On relinquishing charge, the Section Engineer (works) on transfer stamens   

             contains what? 

      99. Who are the colony committee members? What are the items under the   

               purview of colony committee? 

     100. What are the facilities to be provided at important stations for               

              physically handicapped? 

      101. What types of pumps for choosing Railway water supply schemes?  

      102. What are the sewer pipes? 

      103. Short –notes on bio-latrines? 

      104. Write any 15 books of codes / manual Section Engineer works posses for  

              Railway working? 

      105. What are the different types of leaves eligible for a Railway employee?  

      106. How to estimate the quantities of plain cement concrete 1:3:6 for 10m
3?

 



      107. Write a sketch island platform of major station (plan)? 

      108. Draw a neat sketch water distribution crossing station having 50 staff quarters? 

      109. What are the items to be checked for contractor final bill? 

      110. Write short notes on 1.DS –8.   2. DEAD STOCK   3. CHEMICAL ADMIXTURE. 

111. Write short notes on  

1. Earnest money  

2. Security deposit.                                              

  3.   Building cost index 

     112. What are the methods to be taken to improve the bearing capacity of block   

             cotton soil?  

     113. Write down anti-tarmac treatment methods adopted for new construction of 

            Railway officers‟ rest house building? 

     114.  Name any ten shady trees to be provided for a Railway colony?   

   115. Write any eight-inspection schedules of Section Engineer? 

116. Describe the type of flooring, wall surface and colour of wood and steel work in 

hospitals and dispensaries? 

117. Write the schedule of colour washing and distempering for (interior and exterior)   

        service building? 

118. Write the sheet designation, trimmed sizes of drawing sheets? 

119. What are all the types of estimates? Describe completion estimate? 

120. Define the following: - I) Manhole II) Sewerage III) Drainage IV) Soil waste. 

121. How do you process contract agreement if variation occurred? 

122. Define the following:- I) Scour Valves II) Spigot and Socket Pipe III)Reflex Valve 

        IV) Sluices. 

123. List out the schedule of inspection of Section Engineer Works? 

124. Describe septic tank with a sketch? 

125. What are the categorization of station and describe them? 

126. List out the members of colony care committee, elaborate their functions? 

127. How do you select the capacity of pumping system and describe? 

128. Write the specification for coursed rubble masonry? 

129. During excavation of foundation for building construction, black cotton soil is met 

        with, how do you process the foundation construction? 

130. What is meant by controlled concrete? Describe? 



131. Define I) Liquid limit II) Plastic limit. 

132. Elaborate the procedure to be adopted by section Engineer when a quarter is 

        occupied by a new occupant. 

133. Elaborate how Colony Committee is constituted, and list out the items which falls      

   under the committees preview. 

134. List out the essential aspects, which may affect waterproofing system and may   

       cause leakage in roof. 

135. How sales of natural products are conducted. 

136. What is boundary stones, its size and how it is fixed. 

137. How do you prevent encroachments? 

138. What are the precautions to be observed during blasting? 

139. What are aims and objectives of payment of wages act? 

140. What are salient provisions of minimum wages Act? 

141.  What are classification of Railway employees and describe any one of them. 

142.  Write down specification for Brick and Timber. 

143.  List out Instruments used in survey works. 

144. Name the adjustments in Dumpy Level and theologize and explain them. 

145. State the conditions for hiring private accommodation for Gazetted officers 

       residence. 

146. What are the authorized deductions from the wages of an employed person. 

147. Elaborate lease and Licensing of Railway Land. 

148. List out major and minor penalties. 

149. What are the responsibilities of Railway Administration in acquiring land? 

150. Name and describe the types of encroachments. 

151. What are the precautions to be observed during blasting? 

152. What is boundary stone, its size, and how it is fixed? 

153. What are the steps to be taken to control illegal use of Railway land? 

154. What are the precautions to be taken to obtaining good brick work? 

155. What is a Level Book? Describe RL, Datum. Make the proforma of level book? 

156. Write down the test check to be done by Assistant Engineer if the measurement is 

       recorded by Senior Section Engineer Works? 

157. What is I) Headers II) Stretchers III) Quoins 

158. List out the classifications of earth work in cutting and describe.? 

159. What is meant by water cement ratio Describe? 



      160. What are the aims and objectives of minimum wages Act? 

161. What are the classifications of Railway employees? Elaborate one classification? 

162. List out the injuries deemed to result in permanent total disablement? 

163. Describe the procedure for imposing major penalty on a Railway employee? 

      164. What is bearing capacity of soil? And how it is checked? 

 

165. Describe duties of Section Engineer/Works 

166. Summarize the important inspection to be carried out by section Engineer/Works. 

167. List out the items of the transfer-of-charge statement of Section Engineer./Works. 

168.Write down colours for painting of walls, timberwork, and steel work of railway         

buildings and structures. 

169. How yield in open wells are improved. 

170. List out the items which should specify in an agreement when water is obtained 

        from Public Works department/Muncipality. 

171. How do you determine the capacity of pumps 

172. Describe Quality of water. 

173. What is the Engineering department responsibilities on maintenance and operation 

        of water supply installations. 

174. What is site order Book? Please make the proforma 

175. Describe the colour scheme for platform sign boards 

176. Describe the items to be inspected by Sanitation committee 

177. Define “Agreement” and: Contract” 

178. Classify works Contract and name them. 

179. How you execute the work, if quantity provided in contract is exceeded beyond 

        25%. 

180. Specify the powers of SE/Works in recording the measurements and its test check. 

181. What are the precautions to taken to obtain good concrete? 

182. Write short notes of the following 

(a) Standard measurement book 

(b) Building Register 

(c) Petty Repair Book 

183. What  do you understand by sub-standard quarters and what are the various types of 

residential quarters with reference to their plinth areas? 



184. What is the inspection schedule of SE/works and what are the points to be observed 

for inspection of structural steel and timber structures? 

185. Write short notes on  

(d) Colony Committee 

(e) Colony inspection committee 

(f) Service Improvement Groups(SIG) 

186. Write  briefly about “Directed Building Maintenance” and its advantages. 

(a)  What are the guide lines to be considered in arresting of roof leakages? 

(b) What are the methods prescribed for arresting or roof leakages as per IRWM- 

     2000 , Explain any one method. 

      187. (a) What are the classification of stations for the purpose of providing      

         passenger  amenities 

           (b) What do you understand by minimum essential amenities and recommended       

                 amenities? 

188.  (a) What is the scale of  minimum essential amenities for A,B and C category     

            stations? 

        (b)What are the design factors  to be considered in calculation of recommended  

              amenities? 
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189. What are the special provisions in provisions in providing of passenger amenities for 

physically handicapped persons? 

190. What do you understand by yield of well? And what are the methods for finding     

out yield of well?  

191. What are the methods for improving the yield at various sources of water? 

192. What are the tests to be conducted for potable water? And what are the standards for 

potable water? 

193. What are the various methods for disinspection of water? And explain any one 

method. 

194. What do you understand by chlorination of water? Explain briefly about “auto 

chlorination”. 

195. Define chlorination and what are the types and methods of chlorination of water. 

196. Explain with neat figure about Rapid Sand filters. 

197. What are the differences between Slow Sand Filters and Rapid Sand Filters. 



198. Write briefly about sanitation committee. 

198. Draw a neat sketch of Septic tank and its working principle. 

199. What are the factors to be considered in the Design of Septic tank? 

200.Design a septic tank for 200 users. 

201. (a) What are the principles to be considered in acquisition of land? 

(b) What is the procedure of acquisition of land in case of emergency and urgent     

   wokrs? 

202. (a) Write briefly about “Demarcation of Land Boundaries” 

(b) What do you understand  by  “Fencing as a Rule” 

      203. (a) What are the preventive steps on Encroachment of Railway Land? 

              (b) Write briefly about Way Leave Facility? 

      204. Write briefly about PPE  act? 

      205. Write down the detail specification of Blanketing Material ?  

     206.  Write short notes on 

               (a) OMC     (b) Plastic Limit   (c) Liquid Limit 

      207.  What are the points to be considered in Earth work for a new Railway Line. 

       

208. Write briefly about the various types of surveys to be conducted for a new     

              Railway Project? 

 209. Define Workability of concrete?  What are the methods for finding out of     

            workability,  explain any one. 

  210. What are the different types of cements used for various works? 

  211. What do you understand by Design Mix of concrete? 

  212. Write briefly about pre-stressing concrete and methods of PSC? 

   213. Write briefly about NDT of concrete. 

   214. What do you understand by Admixtures and its importance for concrete works? 

   215. Write briefly about the relationship between Water Cement Ratio and Strength of  

            Concrete? 

    216. Define Workability and what are the factors affecting the workability of concrete. 

    217. (a) Write briefly the characteristics of good quality of bricks. 

             (b) What are the tests to be conducted for brick. 

     218.  What are the Field Tests and laboratory tests conducted for cement. 

     219. Write short notes  

                (a) Safe Bearing Capacity   (b) Active Earth Pressure   (c)  Passive Earth     



                             Pressure 

220. Write short notes on  

           (a) Hook‟s law    (b) Moment of Resistance   (c)  Poison‟s ratio 

221. (a)What do you understand by Bulking of Sand? 

        (b) Different types of soil for Railway Embankment 

222. Write short notes on 

        (a) Hardness of water    (b) PH value of water   (c)  Turbidity of water  (d)       

             Fluoride content in water 

223. Write short notes on  

        (a) Tests on fresh concrete 

         (b) Grading of aggregate for concreting. 

224. Engineering  departments responsibilities for maintenance and operation of water      

         supply installations. 

225. Write short notes on  

(a) 53 grade OPC 

(b) Rapid Hardening Cement 

(c) IRST 40 Cement 

      226. What are the items to be inspected by SE/works for a Bridge as per latest  

          instructions? 

227. Explain briefly NRS 

228. Write short notes on 

(a) Vertical clearance 

(b) Afflux 

(c) Current meter 

      229. Write briefly about Rain Water Harvesting (RWH) and what are the methods 

prescribed as per  IRWM-2000( C.S.No.10)? 

 

 


